Bulletin Celebrates 20th Anniversary Today, August 5!

New Air Monitor Is Developed At ORGDP

An improved instrument for detecting uranium dust in the atmosphere has been developed at the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant.

The device, called the Fixed Filter Paper Alpha Air Monitor, can detect a release of uranium materials in the air within a few minutes of its occurrence. The unique instrument was designed to measure any increase in airborne uranium alpha activity above normal background levels. It will detect extremely small releases of alpha activity, in spite of the large amounts of such activity constantly present in the earth’s atmosphere. The compact instrument, weighing only 100 pounds, was developed by ORGDP’s Instrument Development Department.

Radiation health protection engineers say the new instrument will make a significant contribution in the measurement and control of uranium materials in the working environment.

The monitor continuously draws environmental air through filter paper, causing dust from the atmosphere to slowly build up on the surface of the paper. A scintillation detector, developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory, monitors the alpha activity on the paper. A visible and an audible alarm will be activated if either the activity level, or the rate of increase of the level, exceeds adjustable preset values.

Previously, the usual method of measuring alpha contamination from airborne uranium dust involved drawing a measured volume of air through a filter. The alpha radioactivity remaining on the filter was then measured after allowing an appropriate time for natural atmospheric reactivity to decay. A time lapse of 20 hours is required in collecting and measuring.

It Happened 20 Years Ago!

It happened 20 years ago! Fran Trench vacationed in the Rochester, New York area. The Girls’ Club planned a formal dance on the Townsend Tennis Court, after a meeting at the S&W in Knoxville.

Y-12 Was Young Plant When Newspaper Was First Issued

Today, August 5, 1964, is a special day for the Y-12 Bulletin. It was the day 20 years ago that the paper first hit the plant. As the saying goes, “a lot of water has gone over the dam” since then.

What was it like 20 years ago? An attempt has been made to reconstruct some of the scenes from the early days.

Where were you 20 years ago, and what were you doing?

The European invasion was less than two months old. The Normandy towns of Bayeux, Caen, Cherbourg, Caen and Falaise were already in Allied hands. The Axis powers lost from 12 to 14 divisions in the first 10 days of fighting, as the mighty “Fortress Europe” began to crumble. Lt. Gen. George Patton had just begun his 3rd army’s famous trek across central Europe.

Do You Remember?

“The best movie of the year was “Going My Way”, and Bing Crosby took the Academy Award for his paterly role. Ingrid Bergman played a frightened housewife in “Gaslight.” A thin, young singer was making his bid in “I’ll Never Smile Again.”

Y-12 was a young plant August 5, 1944... bustling with people.

Oak Ridge was a sight then, described by a veteran as something like a western boomtown in the late 60’s. Trailers, temporary shelters, and what-have-you dotted the crowded landscape. The wilds of Wheat, Stewart, Elza and Robertsville were giving way to the raw, boom-town atmosphere that old...

SAFETY SCOREBOARD

The Y-12 Plant Has Operated 79 Days Or 2,450,000 Man-Hours (Unfilled Estimate) Without A Disabling Injury Through August 2 Phone 7735

On Accident-Free Hours
For two weeks we've been asking everyone "What were you doing 50 years ago today?"...hoping they would ask us the same. Since nobody asked, and apparently nobody is going to ask we'll tell anyway. In the Tideland section of Virginia once stood a desolate, God-forsaken swamp.

The United States Navy preferred to call it Camp Perry. Others had other names for your editor spent August 5, 1944, at such a place in rather peculiarity without any clothes on all day long! That was the day we got examined. All boys for eight hours were red numbered paint our chest with murecoromero.

Now that's off our chest, let's see what's going on in Y-12...first in

SHIFT SUPERINTENDENTS AND UTILITIES

Folks are glad to see G. R. Beasley back after his long absences with an injury.

Confidences to the S. C. Freigh family in the death of his brother in Texas. Vacationing New Orleans style is J. R. DeMonsbran. Other vacations include N. W. Fones, Bill Everett (camping, more than likely), G. M. Martin, M. G. Crouch, and L. Walker.

A teenager told us the other day that the Beatles grow on you...but then do they want?

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Fire and Guard folk say that J. F. Bruce and H. J. Gregory vacation this week in parts unknown...Ditto M. L. Sullivan and C. S. Waldron. D. H. Patterson planned to go to Memphis...and E. J. Kendall is experiencing the joys of farming. Plant Protection's Liz Campell has disappeared for a vacation, it seems.

The quickest way we know to get a lot of undivided attention is to make a mistake!

FABRICATION

Tool girl gives us out that Gregory Alan Whitten, Dyer, in Virginia is visiting his grandparents...the C. B. Cliffis.

Gregory Whitten

And here's a picture of the fine one-year-old...that group is taking a week's vacation to visit with you and with...

Recent vacationers include W. Chambers and W. L. Kautz...J. E. Birdhouse took to North Carolina for his favorite vacation spot, F. Fous did not reveal his. Machine Maintenance folks express deepest sympathy to O. R. Garmon whose father died recently.

Herb Newman and the masons went to Niagara Falls on a vacation...maybe a second honeymoon.

To McMinnville for a few days went N. C. Mencheroff slipped off for two weeks, but didn't say where. Jay Coates chose Daytona, Florida for his vacation spot this year...as did R. G. Rabi.

J. R. Milligan took off a few days to move but will still be living in the good community of C. R. L. Moore is recovering nicely from surgery at St. Mary's Hospital, Knoxville.

Doyle Martin, Ed Creech and Carl Neff fished at Melton Hill recently. They caught a small-mouth bass (Creech) that one week ago had been snarled by another of the fish. (Doe) everyone's surprise Martin's spoon and line were still in the fish. The man got the fish back...but Creech kept the fish. (Sounds like a likely story to us!)

Mona Rollins and husband Tom attended the Writers Association of America convention in McAllen, Texas, with site-seeing trips to Padre Island and Monterrey, Mexico. Tom was elected assistant secretary and won a prize for catching a 12 pound shark.

Visiting homesteads was Daisy Ward's daughter Hope, her dog from New York Little Eddy, so her grand-ma could spoil her, but good grief she builds the entire two weeks teaching the one-year-old two words to say "Mama Daily".

Best wishes to Stan Cole's wife, Becky, who is in Knoxville Hospital.

Radiation Safety has Marilyn Sanders vacationing somewhere on a train this week and we hear that Howard chose Gatlinburg and a stay-at-home vacation in Clinton.

The hardest thing about making money last is making it first.

DEVELOPMENT

The Bulletin office had a pleasant telephone call last week. Frank Lambert, Metallurgical Development, called, wanting to acknowledge all the letters, cards and notes mailed to him at the Scott County Hospital, Ontario. Frank says he's feeling pretty good, although in traction...with a broken arm and smashed thigh. Doesn't know when he's going to get back to these parts...says doctors tell you nothing. He was highly appreciative of all the kind thoughts that had been sent his way.

No matter how busy we are we're never too busy to stop and talk about how busy we are.

MAINTENANCE

W. L. Bohanan, Process Maintenance, will motor down to Griffin, Georgia on vacation...but plans to return in time to vote in tomorrow's elections.

ENGINEERING

Tool Engineering has vacationers crossing paths again...Just back from two weeks in Dayton are Bill Horner and family...Wayne Collette returns from a week of just relaxing around home...Mary Broders also returns with some of that Florida...The last two weeks have found Howard Covingon and family traveling to Detroit and Washington...Another traveler returns...R. H. Robbins and family who journeyed to Petuch and then on to Arkansas.

Tool Engineering has bid farewell to W. G. Martin and J. L. Basset, both transferred to ORIGDP.

A SHIFTERS are seen with their best ‘boarding-house rear at their picnic Wednesday, July 29. They chose Cove Lake Park and chose a bad day, too. They all reported having a good time despite the torrents of rain that fell. A little dampness never gets a Y-12er at a picnic!
Lula Belle Justice, Mail Department, Is Still Proud Of Her Attendance Record

Veteran Y-12er Was Featured On Front Page Of Volume 1, Number 1 Issue Of Bulletin

The first edition of the Bulletin carried a front-page story on Mrs. Lula Bell Justice and her perfect attendance record.

Mrs. Justice is still in Y-12, still driving an automobile.

A native of the “reservation” area she was born in, and attended the Robertsville High School.

She and her husband Annie lost three farms in August of 1942 when government surveyors moved into the area. (The Justises were married February 16, 1922 on the front porch of the Cross home...which is now being razed. It stands next to the Grove Theatre in Oak Ridge.)

Knew Area Well

Through all the mud and dust of the early years, Mrs. Justice made train schedules and met planes. I knew the area because I was raised here,” she said. “Some of the chauffeurs got lost and they had to start anywhere...lost or stuck,” she chuckled.

The Justises were living on one of their three farms when the evacuation order came. (Their home was located near what is now the Cross Roads Tavern.) They still live on a farm...190 acres of it...at Route 3, Oliver Springs. They have white-faced cattle, ponies and quarter horses.

Kids Love Farm

Two daughters make up the Justice family...a daughter Fanny at home...and Mrs. H. W. Holmberg, Oak Ridge. Mrs. Holmberg has three children: Nancy, 12, Douglas, nine and Con nie seven. The grandkids ride and show horses...and, naturally, spend a good deal of time at the farm.

Mrs. Justice’s attendance record is still a matter of pride with her. Only minor illnesses have kept her away during her 21 years plus as a Y-12er. “I was late nine minutes once because of snow and ice, and that was because I was in a curpool. If I had been driving, I would have left home earlier,” she stated.

Mrs. Justice’s husband drives a school bus for the Anderson County School system. There’s a corner of Oliver Springs in An derson County,” she said, “and kids from the area have to attend Clinton High School, Annie drives the bus that hauls them up there.”

Lula Belle Justice

During the war years, Mrs. Justice was Lula Belle Jett before her marriage. She belongs to this area as much as the mountains and creeks. “I never wanted to live anywhere else,” she mused.

“This is the only job I ever had,” she smiled. “Y-12 hasn’t changed too much. The mud and dust are gone...but the people are the same...good, hard-working, friendly people. I enjoy my daily contacts.”

The big issue of the daily newspapers...after The Bulletin...featured Mrs. Justice also.

Bulletin’s Biggest Story Came Only One Year After Its Creation

The Bulletin was a scant year old when it was called on to break its biggest story. Newsmen the world over reached for what they erroneously refer to as the “second-coming” headlines. For the Bulletin’s biggest story was also the world’s.

President Truman’s official statement called it “a harnessing of the basic power of the universe.” Newspapers sold for a dollar a copy at the portals, and for the first time many Y-12ers knew what was going on.

“We have spent $2,000,000,000 on the greatest scientific gamble in history and won,” the President’s statement went on.

Among The Archives

Among the archives of the Bulletin are several prized possessions...a copy of the Knoxville Journal that contained a dollar a copy...the press releases issued by the Manhattan Project...an August, 1945 copy of Life Magazine...a comic book-type description of the atomic bomb.

“You members of the press are the first to enter the project without formal clearance by the Military Intelligence,” Colonel K. D. Nichols’ message read. Also received were general information items on the facilities available in Oak Ridge.

Interesting sidelights of the information showed a population of near 75,000...living in dormitories, houses, apartments, hat-terns, trailers, and construction workers’ barracks.

Combined Efforts

Another of the releases contained a “well done” from Secretaries of War Robert P. Patterson, “You have played a leading role in what our great war leader, Secretary Stimson, described as the ‘greatest achievement of the combined efforts of science, industry, labor and the military in all history.’ This was not achieved by regimentation but by voluntary cooperation. Labor gave its utmost without asking to be told the purpose of the work. Industry gave its skill and ‘know-how’ without patent rights or profits. Scientists gave their knowledge without hope of reward. All gave themselves; unselfishly to this most difficult exploit, because their country called, and at the same time maintained a secrecy that made success possible.

So it was, 19 years ago...Y-12’s most newsworthy hour...and perhaps the world’s, too.

BIG CAPI TOL

The United States Capitol building has 435 rooms, making it one of the world’s largest public buildings.
First Issue Outlined
Purpose Of Bulletin
Tenets Of 1st Edition Are Still Applicable

EDITOR’S NOTE: Volume I, No. 1, issue of the Bulletin carried the following editorial. We believe, except for the reference of “counting the war,” it is still applicable. “Getting the job done” may be substituted for that sentence. The operating company, Tennessee Eastman, of course, has been dropped from the editorial.

“This in the Y-12 Bulletin. We who have put it together hope that you will read it, have faith in it, and contribute to it. We hope, with your help, to make it a good newspaper—one that will reflect its responsibilities and accept them. We want to hear from you; what you believe this week’s editor should stand for.

“This is how we feel about it. This is our belief that during the war, when each of us is dedicating ourselves and time and effort to winning the war, the Bulletin, too, should devote itself entirely to that cause. We believe that the function of this publication is to bring all of the Y-12 employees closer together.

“We believe that the Bulletin is the best medium for introducing the workers of Y-12 to each other, to their work, and to its impact on the war effort.

“We believe that the Bulletin should be fair and impartial to all of the men and women in the organization. We believe that their opinion or representation can be heard.

“We believe in campaigning for the things that will raise morale (in raising morale production will raise itself). We believe that our part in the war should be emphasized so that all of us can make more conscious of the great value of the work being done here, and of the thought and care that we put in our work.

“We believe in boosting sports, social activities, family life, and all activities that will bring us closer together” (May 8, 1943).”

Poor Richard’s Advice
“To lengthen thy life, lessen thy meals.” Dr. Franklin, 1733.

Electricity From Atom
Is AEC Forecast

By 1900 it is estimated that the United States will obtain more electricity from the atom than from all the nation’s dams combined. Backing up the Atomic Energy Commission’s forecast are 12 nuclear power plants now supplying electricity to American homes...with at least 50 planned by 1970.

A simple matter of economics explains the rush to the atom. For instance, in New England, fuel costs run as high as 0.4 cents per kilowatt-hour where coal, oil or gas costs are high. By contrast, modern nuclear plants can shave this cost to about 0.24 cents per kilowatt-hour.

Oldest Active Engine
Is Civil War ‘General’

The General, famed Civil War steam engine, is the oldest active engine in the world. It was built by Union forces in a daring raid into Georgia in 1862. The General was returned to Confederate forces. It now belongs to the Louisville and Nashville Railroad, which housed it as a relic in Chattanooga. Last summer the General was displayed locally.

When Emma Puckett,
Plant Records, was in Hawaii recently

On a vacation, she sent all the girls back home a living lei. The colorful flowers arrived...one for each...in perfect shape—orchids, birds-of-paradise, and other exotic flowers from the Pacific. Here, Plant Records sport their Hawaiian flowers. It’s almost as if you can hear “Aloha,” come again—isn’t it?

Jim Seat, Co-Founder of Bulletin, Still Edits Plant Paper For Tennessee Eastman

Local Newsman Vividly Remembers Old Days
In Y-12 With The Late Carroll Stewart

Assistant in forming the first Bulletin was James A. Seat, now editor of the TEC News, Kingsport.

Seat, a native of Memphis, came to Y-12 as news editor of the Bulletin...with the late Carroll G. Stewart Jr., managing editor. He transferred to Kingsport later, relinquishing the editorial post to George W. Dobbs.

Newsmen Seat has formerly worked with the Knoxville Journal, as assistant news editor. He is a member of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, Kingsport. A charter member of Appalachian Industrial Editors Association, Seat attended the University of Tennessee.

The editor of TEC News has two sons, James G., at the University of Tennessee in Electrical Engineering (as a "chip off the old-block") and Hoyt G., at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, studying political science. (T.E.C., of course, stands for Tennessee Eastman Corporation, the first operators of Y-12.)

Seat is chairman of the Tennessee Regional Library Board, has been active in library work and juvenile courts. He is a past chairman of the Sullivan County Library Board and a past chairman of the Kingsport Juvenile Court Advisory Board.

Still editing 20 years later, Seat talks of his Y-12 years, the 'hectic days.' Y-12ers who were here on August 3, 1944, can verify the description of those days. They were 'hectic!'

Words Under God
Not In Original Pledge

"I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America and to the republic for which it stands, one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all..." were the pledge to the flag written by Francis Bellamy, born in 1835 in Mount Morris, New York. The phrase 'under God' has been added since World War II.

CHIP OFF OLD BLOCK

Parents who thought nothing of walking several miles to school have children who don’t think much of it either.

MORE EARLY NEWSMEN ON THE BULLETIN staff from years past are George W. Dobbs, retired, and Carroll Stewart, the first editor of the Bulletin. Stewart is now deceased.

George Whipple Served Longest As Editor Of Bulletin; Enjoyed Every Single Issue

Retired Dobbs In Florida On Annual Trek To Tropics For Relaxation

"Only the good die young," was the crisp comment of George Whipple Dobbs, former editor of the Bulletin, now retired. He was interviewed recently and asked the reasons for his longevity. The former editor came to Y-12 July 1945, after putting 30 years in various capacities on leading daily papers in Jacksonville, Florida, Nashville, and Atlanta. He retired March 31, 1961, giving him 46 years before the mast-head," as he describes his career.

"I don’t know of any job I ever had that I didn’t enjoy as much as the one I had. During the nearly 16 years as a Y-12er, I met many, many fine folks whose friendship I always will cherish," he reminisced during the interview at his home in the Fountain City section of Knoxville.

"Boobies are for the birds," he continued. "I find plenty to do around the Dobbs-Desert to keep me busy--and am really learning the meaning of the home-retirement. I am most thankful for my pretty good health and, as they say down in..."
Sam Campbell Is Tennis’s No. 1!

League leader Sam Campbell downed another worthy opponent in the Tennis League last week. He took the undisputed crown for the Firs t half of play by defeating John Prig- gion 6-2, 6-2. Other matches saw Bill Aker over Campbell King 6-1, 6-1 and John Jones over Bob Baas 6-1, 7-5.

Final standings follow:

- **Player**
  - W.
  - Sam Campbell
  - Bill Aker
  - J. A. Jones
  - Ralph Levy
  - Al Christman
  - Campbell King
  - John Priggen
  - Al Fischer
  - Bob Baas
  - Ron Williams
  - Ed Del Grande
  - Roy Huntingdon
  - 0-10

**THE BEANBALLS AND THE LUCKY TEN** are two Y-12 teams in the Slo Pitch League that are now finished. A double elimination tournament started this week, however, to keep action alive a few more weeks. In the top photo are the Beanballs seated on the front row from left are Claude Reynolds, John Peters, Leon Hensley, Clinton Martin, B. E. Rowland, Manager J. E. Gadd, and Ray Rector. (That’s bathtub John Gass in front). In the back row are S. R. Currin, J. J. Sewell, R. B. Johnston and T. Scott. In the lower photo are the Lucky Ten men—in the front row are L. E. Pate, W. L. Watkins, A. Collins, Manager Herman Horton, Ed and Joe Blanton. In the rear are Jerry Scraggs, mascot John Holt, M. L. Dunlap, W. L. Perry, C. R. Anderson, Larry Hodgson and J. A. Lewis.

**Atoms Split Double-Header Ending Slo Pitch Season**

The Slo Pitch League wrote its’ across the record for the 1964 summer last week. The Atom split a double-header . . . losing number one to the Eagles 16-11 . . . and winning number two at the expense of the Teds 14-9. Events clobbered two heroes; Reveler and Koon each for the Winning Eagles . . . as Davis and Myers did so for the losers. Pitcher Cotten gave up 16 hits . . . while Bell and Hulsey surrendered 13 to the Atoms.

In the Atoms-Ted conflict . . . Cavosie and Martin homered for the Atoms and Figg got two for the Teds. Hits were about even . . . with the Atoms claiming 18 and the Teds 16.

The final game of the season went by way of forfeit as the Cherokees failed to show up . . . giving the Bat Boys an automatic win. Tournament play began Mon day in the double elimination play. It is expected to last through August.

**Final standings follow:**

- **Team**
  - W.
  - Mets, ORGD
  - Peons
  - Eagles
  - Relgs
  - Atoms
  - Teds
  - Gophers
  - Bat Boys
  - Big Shops
  - Bean Balls
  - Reagents
  - Lucky Ten
  - K-55 Instruments, ORGD
  - Cherokees

**20 Years Ago!**

It happened 20 years ago! Jokes were just as stale and corny then as now. For instance:

- Betty: “Bill ever kissed you against your will?”
- No, but he thinks he has.”

or

- Betty: “What do you miss most, now that you are married and settled down?”
- Sally: “My husband, the big bum.”

**ARCHITECT’S FEE**

The White House was designed by James Hoban, an Irish-born architect, in a competition which paid $500 as a prize.

**Tee-Off and Golf Cart Application**

**GATLINBURG GOLF TOURNAMENT**

Saturday, August 22, 1964

**Foursomes Leader:**

If your foursome does not draw carts, do you wish to have a tee-off time drawn?

- Yes
- No

Tee-Off Time Preferred

Leader's phone: Home .

Plant

Fill in completely and return to the Recreation Office, Building 97004-2. Drawing of carts and tee-off times will be Wednesday, 10:30 a.m., August 19, 1964.

**Beautiful Gatlinburg Course Is Site Of August Golf Meet**

Traditionally, Y-12 golfers head for the beautiful Gatlinburg Country Club for the final tournament of the year. This year is no exception. The greens there beckon again, come Saturday, August 22.

A tee-off application is below. If you plan to play then, get your foursome up. The Club is allotting 29 carts for that unattended at a cost of $8.00 per person. The electric carts will be assigned to 15 foursomes, drawn as tee-off times are, to each foursome. Tee-off times with carts begin at 6:45 a.m., every 10 minutes until 8:49 a.m. Non-cart tee-off will be after that time, every seven minutes until 11:29 a.m.

Clip the attached coupon and send to Recreation now. Another one will run in next week’s Bulletin, but it might be wise to get your name in the hat early.

Many families of Y-12ers make a yearly week-end of the Gatlinburg tournament by going up to spend the week-end in the Smoky Mountains. There’s a lot to do there . . . and a world of beauty to behold.

**Phillipis Auto Takes Rodeo Dip**

The B Shift fishing rodeo back in the Spring got a little more exciting than was bargained for! This story recently came to light on R. S. Phillipis, H-1 Foundry.

The Blue Springs rodeo went along with a few bitches except for the wind and rough water.

Phillipis, upon leaving, pulled his car down the ramp and connected his boat and trailier to it. Pulling up the ramp with his loaded car . . . his engine failed, and then went out with his brakes. Back into the water went the boat and trailier. Quick-thinking by a friend released the boat from the trailer, and it floated out of the way. But the car went under the deep blue.

Phillipis rolled the car window down and waded ashore, safe but very wet. With the help of teammates at the rodeo and a trucker the car was pulled from the lake undamaged though slightly soaked!

**Accidents Take High Toll In Pre-School Age**

Accidents are a major threat to the lives of preschool children in the United States, according to the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. About 5,000 youngsters are accidentally killed each year, which is almost 30 percent of the entire mortality of children aged one to four.

At those ages, more of your own ones die from accidents than from pneumonia, leukaemia, measles, scarlet fever, whooping cough, diphtheria and polio combined, the statisticians note.

Patriotism goes deeper than flag-waving.
Miss Chariene Dixon

Bulletin's 20th Birthday

Continued from Page 1

times still talk about.

Strict Security

Very few knew what was go-
ing on in Y-12. Tight security regulations, even as now, for-
bade any discussion of work, so Y-12ers talked about the mud, the war, the shortages, the lines in town (a non-drinker, non-
smoker we knew got in line for what she thought was nylons... it turned out the line was for 
b-12ers and cigarettes!), letters from the front, and lack of hous-
ing.

Entertainment and recreation were hap-hazard at best in those days. There were “ovie” halls, crowded movie theatres, baseball games, a skating rink, swimming pool, square dancing and the ra-
dio. In Y-12 picnics were the big thing, even as today. Valley View Beach (now a part of the Bull Run Steam Plant) ... and other never places offered Y-12ers a respite from the stifling August heat. “Cokes” were scarce, as was everything else.

Gripes were few, however, in those “hardship” days. People knew they had a job to do ... even as all American did.

Good Old Trailers

Trailer bases offered shopping expeditions into Knoxville. In the summer, they were crowded and hot ... in the winter cold and cold.

As the Bulletin moves out of its teens and comes of age, it was deemed right and just to muse into the past a little. Let’s forget the pioneers of 20 years ago and earlier, this edition is dedicated to those who preceded us here. Many of them are still around, proud of their part in making Y-12 what it is today ... proud of the plant’s contribution to the war effort, and proud of its continuing efforts toward peaceful applications.

Every Y-12er is interdependent on every other man in the plant.

Credit Union

Continued from Page 1

Credit Union Group Life Insurance will provide benefits on one or more loans for a total not to exceed $10,000.

Credit Union agreement forms are now available at the Credit Union office. The forms are available from 8 a.m. until 5:15 p.m. each weekday. Professional financial council is available to be for educational purposes or otherwise.

Since service is the sole reason for the existence of the Credit Union, the extension of further service is second-nature.

As usual, all loans or councilings are strictly confidential. Any member of Y-12’s Credit Union will be happy to discuss the new Educational Loan Plan with you today.

Y-12er Son Picks
Cumberland College

Shayne N. Sullivan

Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Sullivan, 127 Tilden Road, Oak Ridge, saw their son off recently to Cumberland College, Williamsburg, Ken-
tucky. Shayne N. Sullivan, a 1964 graduate of Oak Ridge High School, plans to major in math at the southeastern Kentucky institution.

Young Sullivan’s father is in Y-12’s Guard Department.

On GIVING

It’s a gift that little when you give of your possessions. It is when you give of yourself that you truly give.” — H. L. Mencken

Do you know the plant’s emer-
gency procedures?

ERNST EARLEY, center, is seen in the role which brought him the Malcolm Miller Memorial Award ... the equivalent to an “Oscar” in local acting circles. The award is named for the late critic of the Knoxville Journal.

The Knoxville Journal independently owned and operated presents The Malcolm Miller Memorial Award to Ernest Earley, Best Amateur Actor at the Performing Arts in this Season of 1963-64

Nominees for the Performing Arts in this Season of 1963-64 are:

Y-12er Ernest Earley has captured the attention of the local amateur circuits. He was recently awarded the Malcolm Miller Award for the best amateur performance in theatres in this area.

The comic role of Stanley Poole in the military hit “Blood, Sweat and Stanley Poole” which was given by the Oak Ridge Playhouse in late November and early December last year, brought Earley the award. The story revolves around the misadventures of a supply officer who tries to get some formal education rather quickly. Earley played the lead in the comedy hit.

“An invitation to all, to attend the annual featuring, a program of plays, both traditional and modern, to be held at the Y-12 Auditorium on Saturday evening, October 13. Admission is free.”

Two Years Ago

It happened 20 years ago! Bris-
coy and Katherine Miller went three months without miss-
ing a day’s work. The regulation stating that woolen and cashmere work to be done. Winky Hinton suffered a knee in-
jury which removed him as a threat in the Baseball League. Knoxville banks announced they would remain open until 7 p.m.

POPULATION GAINS

In the past three hundred years the population of the world has grown more than four times its size since 1600.